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Abstract

The Circle invites an ever closer look at the ethos of current and emerging surveillance technology. Dave Eggers’ novel foreshadowed the culminating moments in 2018, when high-powered social media platforms generated a maelstrom of controversy in the US and UK and then nothing changed. Concern over the integrity of electoral processes around the globe has risen to new heights, as privacy experts warn that unfettered growth of surveillance capitalism could change democracy forever. Far from a case of unintended consequences run amok, corporate tech executives admit that continual mining of personal data for unrestricted use by corporations and political operatives that specialise in psychological manipulation were part of the original design. The dark side of all this connectivity as highlighted by the ruckus over Cambridge Analytica places mainstream news producers squarely under the microscope. This article examines the wilderness between the goal of reporting in the public’s interest and the current role of news organisations.
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1 Introduction: propaganda or wishful thinking?

Surveillance technologies and algorithmic programming enable mining of personal data for collection by governments and sale to marketers for the purposes of predicting and modifying behaviour through psychological manipulation. High-profile tech companies – through voice and facial recognition technology, social media accounts, user apps for goods and services, RFID (radio frequency identification) chips and history retained by phone, VOIP (voice of internet protocol) and internet service providers – collect more detailed personal information on individual consumers than every other source combined. The storm that erupted over Cambridge Analytica demonstrates just how government officials, candidates for public office and political operatives working on their behalf deploy private intelligence agencies to destroy opposition and use propaganda to undermine democracy while claiming to bolster it.

1 Executive Director, Global Institute for Freedom and Awareness, USA (Emeritus Professor of Law, JD, LLM). Many thanks to the presenters and participants of the ‘Joining the Circle: Capturing the Zeitgeist of Big Tech Companies, Social Media and Privacy Conference’ held at London’s Inner Temple on 23 May 2018, discussing Dave Eggers, The Circle (Vintage Books 2014). Much appreciation goes to Paul Bernal and Alicia Wanless each of whom provided timely feedback for the development and clarity of this essay.
Media focus upon hateful rhetoric, while noting the speed at which legitimate disagreements devolve into an impasse, often overshadows rational discourse around viable solutions for large-scale humanitarian crises. International broadcast media features clusters of panellists warning that entire governments have been hijacked by vigilantes inspired by populist rhetoric steeped in nationalist ideologies, while proposals that actually advance socio-economic justice are largely ignored. Meanwhile, tech’s strongest minds are being used to augment authoritarian control, provide a rapid means to manufacture consent, quash dissent and threaten harm and/or personal chaos.

Any discussion of *propaganda* in social or mainstream media requires some definition if for no other reason than, similar to its epistemological cousin ‘politically correct’,2 the word is widely used with intent to alert an audience or those in dialogue that deception is nigh. It delivers strong impetus to summarily dismiss ideas inimical to one’s stated beliefs. Propaganda as a tool directly aims to influence opinion and behaviour. Common characteristics include high-volume (inundation) and subtle insidious deployment of logical fallacies such as gross generalisation, intentional vagueness, oversimplification, red herrings, slogans, stereotypes and unstated assumptions.3 Indoctrination, in context, is acceptance of false, inappropriate, misleading, or unwarranted assumptions as forgone conclusions. Arguments in Eggers’ *The Circle* favouring round-the-clock 360-degree transparency provide a cogent example.

Journalist Margaret Atwood’s review of the book reasonably concludes that it forces readers to consider the ‘means of social construction, deconstruction of privacy, corporate ownership of surveillance data and their impact upon democracy’.4 It features the world’s leading tech company, set upon a live-in campus of new age design to optimise ingenuity and experimentation with total transparency where every moment of every day is recorded and accessed in real-time. Atwood describes Eggers’ portrayal as the ‘green and pleasant land of a satirical utopia’ where ‘recycling and organics abound, people keep saying how much they like each other, and the brave new world of virtual sharing and caring breeds monsters’.5 The monstrous scale of privacy invasion in the Western world is thinly veiled at best.

Collective understanding of the role of free speech and association in constitutional democracies has been compromised as tides of obfuscation mask the precarious assault on whistle-blowers, investigative journalists, and their confidential sources of information. One consequence from our failure to curb propaganda in the media is a collective haze supported by journalism that advances insularity over public education concerning the demise of basic freedoms. Meaningful safeguards are not yet realised in law, as democratically elected governments openly disregard individual rights. A judiciary

---

2 The phrase ‘politically correct’ has had an array of definitions. It has been used to describe what is politically wise, and it has been employed as ironic self-mockery. The phrase has driven contentious debates in which free speech and free choice are pitted against civility and inclusion. But it hasn't just changed meaning, it has changed targets. Kat Chow, “Politically correct”: the phrase has gone from wisdom to weapon” (NPR 14 December 2016) <https://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2016/12/14/505324427/politically-correct-the-phrase-has-gone-from-wisdom-to-weapon>.

3 Propaganda as defined reference article is mainly selected from the English Wikipedia <www.cs.mcgill.ca/~rwest/wikispeedia/wped/wp/p/Propaganda.htm>.


keen to extol the intrinsic role that free speech plays in democratic governance is slow to redress official abuse of basic civil rights. Unsurprisingly, the last bastion of refuge – in a fast eroding system of checks and balances – yields little more than perpetual seduction by mainstream media personalities demonstrably more eager to become part of the story than with authenticity and relevancy in reporting. Predictably, the dark side of that erosion wags the dog.

Recent tech scandals involve countless social, political and consumer issues, but here we focus upon the international coordination of technologies designed to spread disinformation further and faster with only limited manpower and increasing precision. We now have expanded awareness of how low standards are for news reporting. Current use and reach of surveillance technology summons two collective responses: continual examination of our use of social media, and meaningful exploration of our commitment to democratic rule. Broadcast news that facilitates that examination and commitment on behalf of the general welfare will by definition curtail its use of subtle techniques that direct viewers toward actions that mostly neutralise democratic processes.

1.1 EVOLUTIONARY FORCES: FROM CYBERSPACE TO OUTER SPACE

Discussions in the new millennium over the role of digital media in sparking populist uprisings against repressive regimes outlined a promising trajectory of the coming era. Human rights organisers agree that new social media platforms had unparalleled capacity for extending the global reach of proposals for socio-economic justice. Early proponents of digital media could be forgiven for their exuberant optimism. Social media

---


7 Advertising evolved from the traditional commercial advertisements to include also a new type in the form of paid articles or broadcasts disguised as news. These generally present an issue in a very subjective and often misleading light, primarily meant to persuade rather than inform.

8 Behavioural advertisers use sophisticated algorithms to analyse the collected data, to build detailed users’ personal profiles and to assign them to various interest categories. See e.g. Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, Online Behavioural Advertising in Brief <www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-topics/advertising-and-marketing/behaviouraltargeted-advertising/02_05_d_52_ba_02>.


10 In behavioural economics, nudge theory has recently been deployed by governments in order to lead people towards particular desirable outcomes. Thomas Smith, ‘The future of behavioural economics: nudge theory’ (Market Mogul, 7 August 2017) <https://themarketmogul.com/nudge-theory>.

11 John Wihbey, ‘The Arab Spring and the internet: research roundup’ (Harvard Kennedy School, Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy, 25 September 2013) <https://journalistsresource.org/studies/international/global-tech/research-arab-spring-internet-key-studies>. Wihbey focuses upon a 2012 report from the Pew Research Center, ‘Social networking popular across globe: Arab public’s most likely to express political views online’ (Pew Research Center Global Attitudes Project, 14 December 2012) and looks at the distinct online dynamics of nations in the region: ‘In Egypt and Tunisia, two nations at the heart of the Arab Spring, more than 6 in 10 social networkers share their views about politics online. In contrast, across 20 of the nations surveyed, a median of only 34% post their political opinions. Similarly, in Egypt, Tunisia, Lebanon and Jordan, more than 7 in 10 share views on community issues, compared with a cross-national median of just 46%.’

was hailed as the harbinger of instant access to news and information that would allow like-minded individuals to make informed choices or act in concert to benefit their community. Twitter, once billed as the coalescing force behind the Arab-spring and its liberating global impact, is now more widely known as the tour de force that shoved the global community into its (newly built) nuclear bunkers waiting for Donald John Trump and Kim Jong Un to finish comparing the size of their 'buttons'. Over the next decade, studies indicated that the new technologies would soon be dominated by mob rule, cyber-bullies and privacy invasions that constrain their targets. At the outset, such prospects seemed remote at best. Yet increasingly, with the aid of robotics, the scope of targeted harassment has widened, personal threats have increased, and the pace of direct manipulation has left the average citizen to cope with conflicting impulses.

A single body, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), operates with congressional oversight to prevent media monopolies and address complaints. As the sole regulator of radio, television, cable, wire and satellite communications within the USA and its territories, journalists report that the agency is as susceptible to the defects of crony capitalism as any other. FCC chair, Ajit Pai, is currently under investigation for ties to Sinclair Broadcasting, a company whose bid for large-scale merger is widely predicted to undermine grassroots democracy. FCC scrutiny of the excesses of cable


17 The risk is ever present for women reporting sexual assault by high-profile figures. See, Robin Barnes and Paul Wragg, ‘Social media, sporting figures and the regulation of morality’ in David Magnan and Lorna Gillies (eds), The Legal Challenges of Social Media (Elgar Law, Technology and Society 2017) ch 8 (discussing the treatment of rape victim by fans of high profile footballer in UK). Elise Viebeck, ‘An alt-right Twitter account leaked the address of Kavanaugh’s accuser’ Chicago Tribune (Chicago, 18 September 2018) <www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/ct-kavanaugh-accuser-online-attacks-20180918-story.htmlhttp://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/ct-kavanaugh-accuser-online-attacks-20180918-story.html>. Trump’s second nominee to the US Supreme Court has been accused of raping a woman and the FBI has not been called upon to investigate the rape. However, the woman and her family have been forced to relocate due to death threats.

18 Caroline C Ravello, ‘Preserving your sanity: the social media dilemma’ Guardian (Trinidad and Tobago, 14 June 2017) <www4.guardian.co.tt/lifestyle/2017-06-14/preserving-your-sanity-social-media-dilemma>.


news organisations in particular has fallen by the wayside.\textsuperscript{21} Nonetheless, the motivation and wherewithal to advance technological capabilities in arenas where surveillance capitalism, critical infrastructure design and national security all meet is nothing short of astounding.\textsuperscript{22}

FCC 2017 approval of SpaceX’s plan for broadband internet satellites was advertised as meeting the need to bring high-speed internet access to rural areas. It effectively eliminates all consumer choice in the matter of connectivity: 800 miles above Earth, a US-licensed constellation will deliver broadband using low-Earth orbit satellites. Its primary aim may have more to do with expanding the range of territory over which newer technologies can monitor and track movement, by capturing activities in remote places where fibre-optic cables and cell towers cannot reach. The official statement lauds the action as ‘another step to increase high-speed broadband availability and competition in the United States’.\textsuperscript{23} By 2020, Galileo, which is an £8-billion satellite navigation system designed to rival the US-controlled global positioning system, will operate with similar capabilities.\textsuperscript{24} Debate in the EU about the role of Galileo, and who will have access to its capabilities, has further complicated negotiations over Brexit.\textsuperscript{25}

As US surveillance expands, legislators in both political parties used the Congressional Review Act to swiftly dismantle newly issued broadband user privacy rights before they went into effect.\textsuperscript{26} Bowing to advertisers’ demands for the ability to track every move as somehow vital to innovation, the real winners are those who capitalise upon data-driven marketing economies, including purveyors of unilateral mechanisms that operate outside the awareness of the data subject.\textsuperscript{27} Platform operators hide the details of their metrics,\textsuperscript{28} encouraging consumer engagement with surveys and ‘like’ buttons which demand no cognitive effort. Studies cite proof that individuals often go on to disseminate media content after having only seen the headline and introduction, with the result that false and

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Daniel Boffey, ‘Security row over EU Galileo satellite project as Britain is shut out’ \textit{The Guardian} (London, 13 June 2018) \url{www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jun/13/eu-member-states-block-uns-access-to-galileo-satellite-programme-after-brexit}.
\item Daniel Boffey, ‘EU split over exclusion of UK from Galileo after Brexit’ \textit{The Guardian} (London, 23 May 2018) \url{www.theguardian.com/politics/2018/may/24/eu-split-exclusion-uk-galileo-brexit}.
\item Louise Matsakis, ‘How the government hides secret surveillance programs’ (\textit{Wired}, 9 January 2018) \url{www.wired.com/story/stingray-secret-surveillance-programs}.
\item E.g. Google’s search algorithms are a commercial secret, so the chance of a transparent audit of how they make those decisions is slim. What standards does Google use? If it only follows my previously manifested desires, it is not going to give me the information that would most be of use to me. A C Grayling, ‘The googlization of everything: has Google turned evil?’ (\textit{Salon}, 12 April 2011) \url{www.salon.com/2011/04/12/the_googlization_of_everything_siva_vaidhyanathan}.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
misleading content will often be remembered by the sender and or recipient as true, effectively dragging consumers down a digital rabbit hole.29

Algorithms that rank content and personalise its presentation are said to be at ‘the heart of the complex, interdependent process underlying digital discourse’.30 The next level of debate must include the methods by which they will be integrated with artificial intelligence (AI) technologies to produce outcomes that are not all that complex, but instead assist those seeking to control individuals through use of highly personal information captured by their internet service providers under ‘take it or leave it’ terms of service.31 Widespread failure to require algorithmic auditing that reveals the nature and scope of intrusion and bias risks long-term suppression of troves of useful information about digital manipulation.32 While the private sector engine may be fuelled by proprietary, patentable, profitable ventures, and we routinely applaud ingenuity,33 the line in the sand must be highlighted by public media.34 Acknowledging that Netflix knew exactly why its original TV series would be a hit – based on data about the viewing habits of its 33 million users35 – does not excuse pernicious use against consumers. Assume that its calculations involve a list of every show watched and how often, even those merely browsed, later come back to, lingered over, saved to favourites, and then linked to personal data that is collected and stored indefinitely.36

In sum, individually identifiable information on movies watched over a decade, paired with a vast array of private information, such as medical history or travel, and then cross-referenced with lists of friends, lovers, email content, Facebook posts, chats, text messages and the like in order to play havoc with the life of an individual target and used to deter or stop a political opponent, for example, is despotic.37 The obvious effects of buying a new car or designer watch that you don’t need and can’t afford or expensive vacations that render little of the promised excitement, pales in comparison to accepting

29 A Wanless and M Berk, ‘Participatory propaganda: the engagement of audiences in the spread of persuasive communications’ (Proceedings of Social Media and Social Order, Culture Conflict 2.0, Oslo, 1 December 2017).
31 ‘Take it or leave it: how NYC residents are forced to sacrifice online privacy for internet service’ (Digital Equity Laboratory, 2 June 2018) <www.digitalequitylab.org/take-it-or-leave-it>.
33 Grayling (n 28) quotes Siva Vaidhyanathan as an admirer of the innovations promised by the latter aim, but wary of power Google retains over how its users view the world.
the validity of a costly medical procedure directed at uniquely vulnerable individuals,\(^{38}\) voting against your interests in a national referendum,\(^{39}\) or becoming the target of black-ops contractors when choosing to exercise your civil and political rights.\(^{40}\) Without wider media scrutiny and calls for public discussion of the studies that reveal the toll this has taken through distortion of social norms and civil society amounts to journalistic negligence.\(^{41}\) News media that focuses upon the vitriol while ignoring the relevance of known factors that affect consumer choices offer only limited insight, let alone investigation, into critical issues that impact the general welfare.\(^{42}\)

Some critics accept these circumstances as evidence that mainstream media organisations are not currently designed to operate as a *Fourth Estate*, but rather as public relations outlets for their corporate owners and sponsors.\(^ {43}\) Close examination reveals that direct public acknowledgment of their constitutionally protected role nearly always coincides with an attack by authoritarian personalities such as Donald Trump. He often declares fake media to be the real enemy of the American people while targeting individual journalists and specific news organisations.\(^ {44}\) The drumbeat of alarm over Trump’s ‘fake news’ mantra sparked a coordinated effort where 350 editorial boards committed to simultaneously publishing a ‘We Are Not The Enemy’ response on 19 August 2018.\(^ {45}\) Not since the 2006 collective re-publication of those vile cartoons of the Prophet Mohammed has the print press shown such solidarity while claiming to defend a stated principle.\(^ {46}\)

### 1.2 Unmediated Public Discourse

For all of the advances in the last two decades, changes in the global digital sphere have produced an unmediated discourse that rejects reasoned disagreement.\(^ {47}\) Historically,
strong advocacy coupled with strategic commitment to single outcomes routinely accounted for differences over solutions. However, current trends impede measurable progress toward higher levels of debate.48 Disputes over which set of underlying facts inform basic understanding of the problem now seamlessly devolve into endless vilification.49 For example, our long-standing need to investigate electoral accounting and skewed outcomes in high-stakes elections has been hijacked by incessant focus upon fascism.50 A range of deflective techniques within public discourse pass without traditional corrective measures that might otherwise serve to contain or modify offending behaviours.51

Among the justifications for total transparency in *The Circle* is the suggestion that illicit behaviours are easily neutralised. One could cite or even applaud the swift seemingly public response when Facebook founder and chief executive officer (CEO), Mark Zuckerberg, suffered a $10-billion loss of revenue in a single week following revelation of the grievous machinations of Facebook executives in their support of the psy-ops cyber-firm known as Cambridge Analytica.52 Flash reports across a stream of media platforms pointed toward ripples on the Stock Exchange, advertiser defections and eroding consumer confidence.53 Given the stakes, with Cambridge Analytica reportedly flipping a major election in the USA, as well as the Brexit referendum in the UK, how does one assess a $10-billion loss? Examined in context it might prove far too little, way too late and woefully insufficient to deter future encroachment.54 Reports that stock prices correlated with projected loss of revenue far outpaced outrage over an assumed lapse in moral judgement are entirely relevant given the scant coverage of Facebook's clear patterns of prior deviance.55 In the aftermath, the Federal Trade Commission opened an investigation into whether Facebook violated an earlier (2011) consent decree

49 Germany began strict rules that could fine major internet sites such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube up to €50 million for failure to remove posts containing hate speech within 24 hours of receiving a complaint. The massive amount of hate content, in particular, has been a problem for the sites. In June, Facebook said it removes 66,000 such posts every week. Zoey Chong, ‘Germany kicks year off with strict online hate speech law’ CNET (1 January 2018) <www.cnet.com/news/german-hate-speech-law-goes-into-effect-on-1-jan>.
51 For an insightful discussion and commentary see, ‘Where should the limits to freedom of speech be set?’ *Debating Europe*, 4 June 2015 <www.debatingeurope.eu/2015/06/04/where-should-the-limits-to-freedom-of-speech-be-set/#.W3_dddJZRjo>.
with the agency over data leaks. Similar efforts are underway in Australia. Nonetheless, polling showed that Facebook’s platform users remained unphazed. Facebook executives have been directly implicated in privacy invasions and in the advocacy of violence, not only in the West, but in fuelling ethnic violence in south-east Asia. These violations are under-reported by mainstream media. Zuckerberg seemed ill-prepared to explain the company’s role in the spread of hate speech against Rohingya Muslims in Burma after UN investigators concluded that Facebook had played a ‘determining role’ in that genocide. Within months of the privacy debacle, Facebook lost an additional $119 billion – the largest one-day drop in the history of the Stock Exchange – alongside revelations of its links to elections of authoritarian leaders around the world. Facebook’s days of reckoning following years of abuse and indifference demonstrate that corporate and government accountability in real-time is lagging.

Trends toward superficial analysis leave US citizens sifting through national media reports that fail to distinguish indifference from complicity and are far more prone to dismiss outright advocacy of violence as mere hyperbole. New York Times reporter Maggie Haberman has covered Trump exclusively for the past three years, during 18 months on the campaign trail and 18 months in office. His use of Twitter as a ‘breaking news service’ has emerged as a constant talking point among journalists since the 2016 election. According to Haberman, journalists ‘file stories, watch Twitter and make calls’ non-stop throughout the day. The leader of the current administration has achieved global notoriety, surpassing all former US presidents in every category of disrepute, and

56 Jones Day, ‘Changes to the ACCC’s power to obtain information’ (Lexology, 1 February 2018). The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission had been tasked with assessing whether platforms like Facebook were using their market power in commercial dealings to the detriment of users, news media and advertisers. <www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=a28026f0-9cc7-43db-ac10-a86fe7e9ac0>.
57 A Reuters/Ipsos poll has found that Facebook has so far suffered no ill effects from the recent privacy scandal. Chris Kahn, ‘Three-quarters Facebook users as active or more since privacy scandal’ Reuters (6 May 2018) <www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-privacy-poll/three-quarters-facebook-users-as-active-or-more-since-privacy-scandal-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKBN1I7081>.
described by a leading conservative as a ‘Frankenstein’s monster of past presidents’ worst attributes’. On 16 August 2018, the Washington Post published an open letter to Donald Trump submitted by retired Navy Admiral William H. McRaven, commander of the 2011 Navy SEAL raid in Pakistan that killed Osama bin Laden. McRaven neatly summarised the non-partisan American view of this presidency:

A good leader tries to embody the best qualities of his or her organisation. A good leader sets the example for others to follow. A good leader always puts the welfare of others before himself or herself. Your leadership, however, has shown little of these qualities. Through your actions, you have embarrassed us in the eyes of our children, humiliated us on the world stage and, worst of all, divided us as a nation. If you think for a moment that your McCarthy-era tactics will suppress the voices of criticism, you are sadly mistaken.

Less like a lightning rod than a tsunami, the Trump presidency, also known as Trumpocracy, has delivered a new paradigm of governance that feeds off chaos and deflection, broadly assisted by the knowing efforts of Facebook executives and the companies that pay for their data.

During the summer before Trump’s election there was an explosion of violence across the USA. A media storm around Facebook’s deleterious influence featured a leaked memo by company executive Andrew Bozworth who simply declared: ‘that’s what we do. We connect people.’ In context it rang like an endorsement. Four days earlier a French police commander and his partner were murdered by an ISIS affiliate in their home near Paris. The Jihadist then appeared on Facebook Live with their surviving toddler announcing that he was still deciding what to do with him and urging others to follow suit. The night before that, a mass shooting at Orlando Florida’s Pulse nightclub that left 49 dead and 58 injured was viewed as a live broadcast. Footage of stampedes and trapped victims pleading for help via text messages from a bathroom are still available on line. According to a Facebook representative, they remain because there is no violation of community standards. A disturbing video that does not incite violence is presumed to be

65 According to Harvard Law Professor Jack Goldsmith: ‘Donald Trump is testing the institution of the presidency unlike any of his 43 predecessors. We have never had a president so ill-informed about the nature of his office, so openly mendacious, so self-destructive, or so brazen in his abusive attacks on the courts, the press, Congress (including members of his own party), and even senior officials within his own administration. Trump is a Frankenstein’s monster of past presidents’ worst attributes: Andrew Jackson’s rage; Millard Fillmore’s bigotry; James Buchanan’s incompetence and spite; Theodore Roosevelt’s self-aggrandizement; Richard Nixon’s paranoia, insecurity, and indifference to law; and Bill Clinton’s lack of self-control and reflexive dishonesty.’ Jack Goldsmith, ‘Will Donald Trump destroy the presidency?’ (The Atlantic, October 2017) <www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2017/10/will-donald-trump-destroy-the-presidency/537921>.


posted and shared in order to raise awareness, thus viewers receive a warning.71 Chicago native Anthony Perkins filmed his own murder live on Facebook three days before Bozworth’s infamous memo explaining the objectives of social media:72

Size matters, above all else.

And that end of connecting more people more often justifies the means — even if it involves sketchy treatment of data or satisfying the demands of a repressive foreign regime.

All the work we do in growth is justified. All the questionable contact importing practices. All the subtle language that helps people stay searchable by friends. All of the work we do to bring more communication in.

Sketchy treatment of data meets with his approval. This raises the question of whether multinational data collectors’ treatment of personally identifiable data is subject to effective monitoring and review by any governing authority. In 2017, Australian-based Ars Technica leaked Facebook’s pitch to potential advertisers.73 The tech giant was caught advertising its ability to leverage a time-sensitive marketing strategy to coax Australian and New Zealand teenagers, as young as 14 years old, to purchase certain products when they felt anxious and worthless.74 Algorithms pinpoint ‘moments when young people need a confidence boost’ because they are overcome with emotion in highly vulnerable states. Failing to disclose whether this was a global strategy, early dissembling suggesting the possibility of ‘disciplinary’ action was replaced with discussion of the ad’s accuracy.75 Beyond its proprietary algorithms, Facebook buys data about its users’ offline behaviour from third parties to enlarge targeting capability.76

71 Laurie Segall, ‘CNN still shows video: shooting death of Chicago man captured live on Facebook’ (Money, 20 June 2016) <http://money.cnn.com/2016/06/17/technology/facebook-live-shooting-death>. It’s not clear whether the same policy would apply under the Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMSD). See Michael Russ, ‘Problematically proactive: a summary of recent legal developments in the field of internet intermediary liability’ (2018) 69(4) Northern Ireland Legal Quarterly (this issue), describing a proposal to amend the current AVMSD (2010) (Directive of European Parliament and the Council 2010 13/EU of 10 March 2010 on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the provision of audiovisual media services (Audiovisual Media Services Directive) [2010] OJ L 95/1). Not expected to exercise editorial control over the user content they host, only having substantial control over the way this content is organised, they will still be expected to prevent adult content, such as pornography or advertisements for alcohol, from being made readily available to children. They will also be expected to prevent access to content which is hateful to minority ethnic groups as well as content which seeks to incite violence.


75 Ibid. In 2014, for example, a few of the company’s researchers published a paper in a high-profile journal in which they detailed how they manipulated 700,000 users’ news feeds with varying degrees of happy or sad content to see how the users reacted.

76 Mark Bergen and Jennifer Surane, ‘Google and Mastercard cut a secret ad deal to track retail sales’ (Bloomberg, 31 August 2018) <www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-08-30/google-and-mastercard-cut-a-secret-ad-deal-to-track-retail-sales>; Nathan Ingraham, ‘Facebook buys data on users’ offline habits for better ads, and opting out is a lot more complicated than it should be’ (Engadget, 30 December 2016) <www.engadget.com/2016/12/30/facebook-buys-data-on-users-offline-habits-for-better-ads>.
1.3 Cambridge Analytica: Who’s Monitoring the Frightful Five?

Curiously, US media showed only limited interest in how Cambridge Analytica quietly closed its doors. Given the scope of its offences, there are no updates on the trajectory of official investigations into its operations, or into the global reach of psy-op firms in general. Fact-checking disclosures by whistle-blower Christopher Wylie seem to be low on the list of US media priorities.

If Cambridge Analytica wrought political disruption with intent to undermine democracy, and emerging revelations over misuse of citizens’ private information focus upon other data-analytic companies in the USA, UK, Israel and Canada, who and what is policing and counteracting this influence? Right-wing strategist Steve Bannon is alleged to have requested that the group develop more effective voter suppression strategies. This methodology is characterised by Wylie as a form of modern-day digital colonialism. The wherewithal to put Trump in office, pass Brexit and thwart the civil institutions of countries that are struggling to develop them, if true, would be an undeniably toxic mix.

Why are military-style information operations being used to undermine democracy? Why are national news outlets lock-scoped on playboy playmate revelations while military-grade psy-ops are disrupting the lives of millions right under their investigative noses? Why are corporate executives excused for allowing the acquisition of personal data of millions of its users? Facebook reportedly removed Cambridge Analytica from its platform and made relevant changes as far back as 2014 to restrict unauthorised access to private data. This claim appeared alongside mounting speculation about the scope of televised hearings before the Senate Judiciary and Commerce Committees. Many analysts observed that septuagenarians in the US Congress were so far outmatched by the tech star that they could not fathom the depth of their own ignorance, allowing Facebook

77 Issie Lapowsky, ‘UK regulators may fine Facebook over Cambridge Analytica’ (Wired, 10 July 2018) <www.wired.com/story/uk-regulators-may-fine-facebook-over-cambridge-analytica>.
82 Memoli and Schecter (n 80).
83 Ibid.
84 Kennedy (n 80).
85 Colin Freeze and David Ehner, ‘Parliamentary committee to question AggregateIQ founders about data-misuse allegations’ Globe and Mail (Toronto, 23 April 2018) <www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-parliamentary-committee-to-question-aggregateiq-founders-about-data>. The global effects of the Trump presidency alone will take years to untangle. AggregateIQ is accused of using Facebook data to build Ripon, the election software platform in the US and UK, in addition to serving as a proxy money-laundering vehicle for funneling illegal funds into campaigns calling for the UK to leave the EU.
86 Mallory Locklear, ‘Cambridge Analytica is closing but it solves nothing’ (Engadget, 2 May 2018) <www.engadget.com/2018/05/02/cambridge-analytica-closing-solves-nothing>.
CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, to ‘charm, evade, and mislead his way through the committee-hearing gauntlet’. At his company’s annual F8 Developer conference, there were reports that a typically quiet developer-focused affair was transformed into a litmus test for Facebook’s handling of the personal data breach. Zuckerberg’s keynote was about moving on from Cambridge Analytica, even though we still have no idea who else may have purchased Cambridge Analytica researcher Aleksandr Kogan’s trove of data.

In contrast, the UK’s Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Parliamentary Committee posed a few of the following unanswered questions to Facebook’s chief technology officer, Michael Schroepfer. How many developers were penalised between 2011 and 2014? What is the scope of the non-disclosure agreement between Facebook and Cambridge Analytica? Does Facebook plan to take legal action against the company? Who at Facebook is leading the Cambridge Analytica investigation? What is the nature and scope of developers using personal data? What are the financial and data-sharing arrangements between and among Facebook in the US, Aggregate IQ in Canada, SCL Group/Cambridge Analytica in the UK, and Black Cube in Israel? What means exist for assessing the scope of data legally acquired from Facebook, but later sold in contravention of an unenforced company policy and how much of it might still be in use elsewhere? Facebook’s digital forensic audit at Cambridge Analytica’s London office began three days earlier than the UK Information Commissioner could obtain a search warrant.


[89] See Paul Bernal, ‘Fakebook: why Facebook makes the fake news problem inevitable’ (2018) 69(4) Northern Ireland Legal Quarterly (this issue). Facebook does not just help with identifying the potential audience, but also provides the mechanisms to target them – from the tools for advertisers to the various groups, pages and so forth where they can be found. Paid political advertisements are only a small part of this – the spreading of information in other ways is a critical part of the way that fake news works. Critically, much of this happens without those behind the fake news needing to take any action: Facebook’s whole ‘sharing’ system does much of this automatically. Kogan exploited a Facebook feature called ‘friends permission’ that allowed developers to access the profiles of not only the person who installed their app but all their friends too.

[90] Gian Volpicelli, ‘The stupefying pointlessness of Facebook’s political theatre’ (Wired, 27 April 2018) [www.wired.co.uk/article/facebook-cambridge-analytica-dcms-evidence-parliament].


[92] Fred Imbert, ‘Facebook says it gave companies “one-time” access to user data after restricting information 2015’ CNBC (1 July 2018) [www.cnbc.com/2018/07/01/facebook-says-it-gave-companies-access-to-user-data-after-restricting-.html].


Cambridge Analytica executives invoke the spectre of a witch-hunt, claiming that their ‘efforts to correct the record pertaining to numerous unfounded accusations’ have only led to their vilification for activities that are both legal and widely accepted as standard business practice in political and commercial arenas.96 Open debate and analysis of the accuracy of that statement would undoubtedly serve the public interest. Chasing down the porn star suing Donald Trump, while providing her lawyer with close to a million dollars-worth of free airtime to expound upon every burp, hiccup and growl in the legal intestinal track of a dispute over a non-disclosure agreement in the most widely disclosed saga of any American President is simply unacceptable.

It will take years to assess the damage to democratic order bred by surveillance capitalism, some in plain sight, others foreshadowed by the ubiquity of manipulation and other offences.97 Volumes will be written about the psycho-neurosis bred by the privacy invasions, stolen elections,98 exacerbated traumas,99 and the intentional infliction of emotional distress upon large groups of long-standing, fully integrated people deported or expelled from their homes and communities in violation of their civil and human rights.100 Much of this is owing to the impact of the Frightful Five, a phrase coined by journalist Farhad Manjoo, a New York Times tech reporter whose many articles and forthcoming book detail how leading US tech companies operate more like totalitarian governments than private companies.101

Manjoo analyses the impact of Facebook, Google, Amazon, Microsoft and Apple.102 Siva Vaidhyanathan, author of The Googlization of Everything, describes the pattern facilitated by social media giants, as the ‘Authoritarian Playbook’ which starts with flooding public debate with propaganda and spreading disinformation about opponents,
and then concludes with the harassment and intimidation of critics. Scott Galloway’s book, *The Four: The Hidden DNA of Amazon, Apple, Facebook and Google*, explores the power wielded by US tech conglomerates in their race to the top. In August 2018, Apple became the first publicly traded US company to reach a $1 trillion. Author Shoshana Zuboff declared: ‘Google is ground zero for a wholly new subspecies of capitalism in which profits derive from the unilateral surveillance and modification of human behaviour.’ In retrospect, her studies offer a clear perspective on the emerging integration of AI technologies. She warns that Behavioural Futures Markets have spread to the insurance, health and finance sectors.

The recent release of Facebook’s virtual reality platform, Oculus Go, is designed to replace both mobile phones and personal computers and increase the total depth of individual monitoring. Verizon USA, a mega digital service provider, assists such efforts with non-stop offers of hundreds of dollars in discounts toward the purchase of Google’s Nest smart home devices, with its furtive venture into digital health monitoring. Despite myriad ethical implications, the advent and promotion of sex robots, now a $30-billion industry, could bring new meaning to the term marital privacy – given the spring 2017 marriage of 31-year-old AI engineer Zheng Jiajia to Ying Ying, a life-size robot that he created. Representing the ultimate smart device with unmatched access and surveillance capabilities, planning for custom orders – in the image of your favourite Hollywood actor no less – is already in the works.

Connectivity is no longer an option. Under surveillance capitalism, tracking must ultimately generate revenue: feeding the cycle of surveillance, data capture, product
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development and sales. While retaining the lion’s share of capability when it comes to privacy invasion, Google evades the limelight, even though it was first to surreptitiously implement tools that operate without consumer knowledge, through ‘deceit and obfuscation’. Apple CEO Tim Cook’s call for enhanced user privacy at a recent China summit indirectly speaks to the power it has amassed. Zuboff agrees: ‘They do not have the right to claim our reality and our actions for their own revenue streams.’ Data and Society research analyst Laura Reed and researcher Robyn Caplan put together a set of case studies to complement the contemporary issues primer Mediation, Automation, and Power, for the Algorithms and Publics project. These case studies explore situations in which algorithmic media is shaping the public sphere across a variety of dimensions, including the changing role of the journalism industry. It examines the use of algorithms for censorship and international compliance, how algorithms are functioning within foreign policy aims, digital gerrymandering, the spread of misinformation and more.

Professor Luciano Floridi analyses how the production of YouTube videos will shift with the emergence of DeepFake, where facial mapping and voice-over technology is used to alter videos to create an entirely different message. The sway of fake Twitter accounts spreading disinformation will pale in comparison.

2 Distractions and deception

Freedom of the press is guaranteed to encourage the free flow of facts without censorship to enable intelligent action on the part of the electorate and to provide a social safety valve. Journalist Maggie Haberman believes that poor performance during the lead-up to the Iraq War, lax coverage of the 2008 presidential campaign and the Clinton email fiasco in 2016 have decimated public trust in media institutions. While they certainly didn’t help matters, the rhetoric of a free press was overtaken by the reality of
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a pernicious influence quietly operating in the background long before 2004. As war propaganda flourished in mainstream media outlets, high court judges weakened tort law and pursued flawed interpretations of First Amendment freedoms. Hunting down celebrities served to distract the masses,122 as privacy advocates were rebuked for approaching a slippery slope of runaway censorship.123 The public's right to know124 became the rallying cry in the high courts as investigative journalism languished on life-support.125 The perceived need for fidelity to truth-telling as a civic virtue gave way to unwarranted constitutional protection for noxious opinions, hateful satirical lambastes and outrageous invasions of privacy.126 It began with public officials.127 Then libel, slander and false accusations were similarly directed at celebrities with impunity,128 and then extended to citizens who became involved in matters of public concern.129 Many cases would then go on to challenge fundamental requirements of foreknowledge and consent.130 These rulings promoted a tabloid circus within a loose atmosphere of denial, obfuscation and spin.131 He said–she said and lots of opinion dished with a dose of embarrassing private facts gives way to a realm of disruption that perpetuates confusion.132

2.1 From New York Times v Sullivan to tell-all, selfie, Twitter culture

New York Times Co v Sullivan denied the libel claim of a corrupt police official seeking to bankrupt national newspapers as part of the southern strategy to cripple the civil rights movement. Its progeny features a steady stream of Supreme Court cases interpreting the US Constitution as providing legal protection for speech rights when weighed against privacy and reputational torts. As the appetite for print news began to decline and talk-
shows surfaced as a main stage for public discussion, self-disclosure and a tell-all-show-all atmosphere of reality TV and Facebook Live led to shifts in assumptions about privacy. Those who understood its value were marginalised as overly sensitive conspiracy theorists. Heroines proclaimed: ‘I’ve got nothing to hide.’ In the wake of 9/11, the idea that survival of the nation required trading privacy for security was never seriously questioned by mainstream media. US courts strained to justify protection for dissemination of information. With rare exceptions, the broadcast of private, disparaging, false and even hateful speech was deemed protected and somehow consistent with the public interest. Then came the threat to overturn those tables when the journalistic spotlight reached the late US Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, caught lying about his absence from a public ceremony vital to his role as a public servant. He later warned – in a 2006 interview with journalist Norm Pearlstine – that he just might have to reconsider his support for the landmark case that paved the way for such reporting. ABC’s Investigate News team uncovered that just as the current Chief Justice was being sworn in to high office, Antonin Scalia played golf with his right-wing posse while nursing wounds over failure to acquire the title of Chief Justice: something he evidently preferred to lie about.

*New York Times Co v Sullivan* was rightly decided, but much of its progeny opened the flood gates for rulings that wholly undermined the intrinsic value of privacy and reputation as an individual right. Following a perceived invasion of his privacy, Antonin Scalia might have become a late-breaking opponent of newspapers’ right to disclose that a public servant had lied about matters related to the discharge of official duties. Twelve years hence, the new age of reality television is bolstered by tell-all blogs and a culture of selfie-expression where you simply record and post in real-time while counting the re-tweets, likes and shares for psychological satisfiers and proof of
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legitimacy. Addictive stimuli were built in to today’s technology, which may explain why Donald Trump is now seen by many as addicted to Twitter, with predictions that it may eventually lead to his downfall.

2.2 Mistresses and Bankers in the Age of Mass Distraction

Infotainment evolved from a storyline that related ‘human interest’ stories with the public good. News about entertainment and humorous reporting of light news is different from using the personal difficulties of those in the industry to entertain the public. As the lines blurred, high courts abandoned first principles and the long-term damaging effects are difficult to quantify. Circa 2009, major news outlets decided that the world needed non-stop coverage of ‘Tiger Woods’ mistress count and full-blown panel discussions of all things monogamous. Behind the scenes, the same cadre of Wall-Street bankers with singular responsibility for a global economic meltdown gave themselves millions of dollars in bonuses as taxpayers funded massive bailouts. That style of distraction since 2016 has morphed into full-scale propaganda both online and in cable news broadcasts. With the exception of mass protests, and the occasional mention of the massive teacher strikes across the mid-west, citizens endured near hourly updates on the lawsuit brought by Trump’s former lover. Under cloud of a million-dollar judgment if she disclosed details surrounding her affair with Trump, ten multimillionaires offered to pay it in full if she would just tell all.

Media narratives rang against the backdrop of a still photo slide-show of the adult film actress. One could easily be forgiven for never imagining that there could be that many different photos of a single person taken in a life-time. Once you have endured it all: should they refer to her as Stormy Daniels or Stephanie Clifford? Is she a porn star
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or adult film actress? Which part of the story is most believable, that Trump remarked that she resembles his daughter or that he chased her around the hotel room in white cotton briefs before she spanked him with a magazine? Lie detector? Check. Condom? Sorry. Then just as reports surfaced of a house-keeper love-child from the 1980s, White House staffers were aghast to see tweets that the US would soon bomb Syria. Recent speculation suggests that another long-time mistress received more than $1.6 million for silence about her recent abortion. Michael Avenati, the star attorney who challenged the Trump cabal around hush money paid to secure his election, claims to have been contacted by three other women. These are among the few stories known to temporarily shift focus away from the ordained narrative of Russian meddling. Similar to late 2008 to early 2009, as the media directs the public toward salacious details surrounding Playboy models, hookers and pee tapes, bankers have once again been walking away with the store.

2.3 TRUTH, RACE-BAITING AND MEDIA WATCHDOGS

The search for truth, as the cornerstone of a free press, has been altogether abandoned in the public sphere.\textsuperscript{163} Award-winning journalists,\textsuperscript{164} writers, scholars and cultural anthropologists have warned us for years about the growing concentration of media empires.\textsuperscript{165} If we reached the point of ‘crisis’ in the 1950s when it comes to mainstream news media, today might be viewed as a full-blown catastrophe: non-stop continuation of business as usual. Professor Jerry Kroth has demonstrated the evolving state of public delusion compounded by mainstream media.\textsuperscript{166} Corporations, politicians and states all strategically use media for their dis/mis-information campaigns,\textsuperscript{167} thus deploying techniques to divert attention is prerequisite when deception is the end-goal.\textsuperscript{168}

Disconnection from the truth culminates on the Left, according to journalist McKay Coppins, with an underexamined phenomenon in American politics, where ‘polemicists, conspiracists, and outright fabulists’ feed an alternative media landscape where the implausibility of a claim is no bar to its acceptance.\textsuperscript{169} He notes that since the mid-1990s discussion has boiled over about increasing levels of toxicity in conservative media: ‘While serious Republicans in the political class spent years scoffing at the “entertainers” and “provocateurs” on the supposedly powerless fringe, the denizens of the fever swamp were busy taking over the party.’ Coppins sees a growing counter-trend, posing the question: could the same thing happen on the Left?

During the 2016 presidential election, liberal media outlets gave Donald John Trump nearly $5-billion-worth of free air time.\textsuperscript{170} Psychologists have been quicker to offer assessments of Trump’s mental state\textsuperscript{171} than that of an electorate with heightened

\textsuperscript{163} See, Michiko Kakutani, \textit{The Death of Truth: How We Gave up on Facts and Ended Up with Trump} (Penguin 2018); Alissa Wilkinson, ‘2017’s best documentaries found new ways to engage reality in a post-truth world’ (\textit{Vox}, 27 December 2017) <www.vox.com/2017-in-review/2017/12/27/16808872/best-documentaries-2017-post-truth-fiction-jane-jonbenet-ex-libris-inconvenient-sequel>; Peter Cocc, ‘(Re)embracing social responsibility theory as a basis for media speech: shifting the normative paradigm for a modern media’ (2018) 69(4) Northern Ireland Legal Quarterly (this issue), Section 3.1: The argument from truth, 408: ‘[T]ruth is most likely to emerge from totally uninhibited freedom of thought, and almost absolute freedom of expression. Consequently, thought and discussion protects individual liberty from its predominant threat, which is not “political oppression”, but “social tyranny”’.

\textsuperscript{164} See generally, Kristina Borjesson (ed), \textit{Into the Buzzsaw Myth of a Free Press} (Prometheus Books 2004).


\textsuperscript{166} See generally, Jerry Kroth, \textit{Implosion: Delusion, Denial, and the Prospect of Collapse} (Genotype 2016).

\textsuperscript{167} Steven Livingston, ‘Disinformation campaigns target tech-enabled citizen journalists’ (Brookings Institute, 2 March 2017) <www.brookings.edu/blog/techtank/2017/03/02/disinformation-campaigns-target-tech-enabled-citizen-journalists>.


exposure to a single personality in such a concentrated time-frame. A few days after the election, Oxford Dictionaries announced that ‘post-truth’ had been chosen as the 2016 word of the year: defined as a condition ‘in which objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief’. Points of saturation are easily established, it’s the question of when it morphed into paralysis, a collective brainwave-styled entrainment that has yet to be explained. ‘Vote Democrat!’ is the new psalm. Two self-styled centrist news corporations (CNN and MSNBC) have so hyped the 2018 special and mid-term elections and the prospects of running conservatives from office with a pitch-fork that they have failed to hone their message about what is truly at stake for the future of our nation. Even worse, they have neglected a much-needed proportionate follow-up of the candidates that they have paraded into office over the past 12 months. The one thing we know for sure is that Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin and his cronies have been added to the narrative, and now Russia shares in that bounty of non-stop coverage.

According to journalist Sarah Jones, creation of outlets like Trump TV, produced by his daughter-in-law, broadcast live from his private building in New York and distributed via Facebook, is propaganda stripped even of the veneer of professional journalism. Right-wing cable news outlets have been walking a fine line since the end of the Fairness Doctrine in 1987, paving the way for a ‘constellation of right-wing websites – Breitbart, The Federalist, The Daily Caller, Townhall – that traffic in xenophobia, homophobia, racism, and social Darwinism’. Traditional mechanisms for media accountability, according to a 2017 study, such as fact-checking sites, media watchdog groups and cross-media criticism, have little influence on the insular conservative media sphere. Messages designed for ‘internal’ consumption get everyone on the same page within the
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right-wing echo-chamber. Messaging tends toward the extreme, lacks internal coherence and embraces ‘paranoia’.  

Edward Bernays is credited with the discovery of the legitimating precursor, the field of public relations. Easily manipulated narratives now dominate the social media environment, and persistent publication of false and misleading stories presented as fact has been seized upon by a large cast of individuals creating their own content. To maintain control of these narratives, large organisations deploy bot farms, opinion surveys and AI to sway those who might stray from the official storyline. Digital media analyst Alicia Wanless notes that 77 per cent of alt-right Facebook pages in support of Trump during the 2016 election allowed users to comment and post: ‘inserting highly controversial content into echo chambers, and promoting engagement with it, creates a massive amount of activity and begins to game current media algorithms’. Conservative political architects have long stopped offering weak denials of these and similar tactics. Steven Bannon, the poster-boy of the supposed right-wing revolution, has special knowledge of what gets attention. He designs his speeches to ensure maximum exposure in the press. Like Pavlov’s dogs his ‘Let Them Call You Racist, Wear it as a Badge of Honor’ refrain appeared in print and video across the globe in record time. The leader of France’s National Front Party and base of neo-Nazi supporters cheered in response and the right-wing freak flag was raised to new heights all over Europe just in time for spring elections. A few months later, Ivanka Trump posted photos cuddling her two year-old son in the midst of a media frenzy showing little brown Spanish-speaking girls hysterical for their own mothers. Shortly thereafter,
Melania Trump arrived at the US border wearing a jacket that read: ‘I really don’t care, do u?’

Cast as Bully-in-Chief, Trump repeatedly called for imminent violence on the campaign trail, while stoking contempt for immigrants and minorities. Right-wing militias took note as he bragged that he could ‘shoot somebody in midtown Manhattan and not lose any political support’. He surpassed Hillary Clinton’s infamous super-predator dog whistle where she promised supporters that black males would be ‘brought to heel’. Trump’s first month in office saw the highest number of citizens killed by police in the USA since 2015. Officers reluctant to merely gun a man down and more prone to enforcing the law while observing due process were admonished to ‘be sure to bang their head against the door frame when you shove them into the cop car’. He rallied an entire nation to violence, more than one, in fact. He startled allies and friends in the UK when he tweeted videos glorifying British militants in the lead up to Christmas. David Lammy, the Member of Parliament for Tottenham, said Trump had gone ‘beyond the pale... promoting a fascist, racist, extremist hate group’. Rejecting him as neither friend nor ally, Lammy proclaimed: ‘You are not welcome in my country or my city.’ After a planned State visit had been downgraded because of widespread anti-Trump protests, disseminating the videos and then cancelling the trip altogether were
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presumed to be acts of retaliation.\textsuperscript{201} The need to exert authoritarian control, fear of protests and obvious lack of empathy converge in a typical early morning tweet storm.\textsuperscript{202} Trump took to Twitter to criticise the mayor of London just hours after seven people were killed and 48 injured in a terror attack in the centre of the city.\textsuperscript{203}

During his bid for office, Trump rallied crowds in friendly precincts with angry demands that they kick, punch and arrest those who came to protest his candidacy.\textsuperscript{204} He promised an Iowa crowd that he would pay their legal fees if they would just ‘knock the crap out’ of protesters.\textsuperscript{205} As one man was being removed from a town hall, the crowd cheered as he shrieked that he’d like to punch him in the face.\textsuperscript{206} Supporters began to follow his lead. The arrest of one facing hefty legal fees after he was caught on video attacking a protester led the man to speculate that the speech at a rally in Louisville, Kentucky, was calculated to incite violence as early as November 2015.

His candidacy is marked by eagerness to foment racial violence and on full display in President Barack Obama’s old stomping grounds.\textsuperscript{207} Faculty and staff at the University of Illinois, Chicago, petitioned administrators to cancel a planned campaign rally because of its potentially dangerous environment for students.\textsuperscript{208} There were simply not enough answers to the one question posed even by his supporters. Why that location? Following months of continuous vilification of minorities, why rally at a school known as an organising hub for civil and immigrant rights with a large minority student population? Trump then cancelled at the very last minute, leaving thousands of supporters and detractors agitated beyond reason in the same locale.\textsuperscript{209}

A March 2018 study by Common Dreams correlates the violent rhetoric spewed by Trump during his campaign rallies and the increase in violent attacks during the summer of 2016, ultimately provoking the murder of Heather Heyer by neo-Nazis in the summer
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of 2017.210 After days of silence following her death, he summarily announced that there were good people on both sides of the protest.211 In the style of an old gang leader he provoked clashes at events by stoking aggression, scapegoating discontent and spreading violence like a ‘social contagion’.212 ‘Let Them Call You Racist’, indeed. One Texas woman displayed a bumper sticker on her truck that read ‘Fuck Trump and fuck you for voting for him’.213 When the sheriff posted a photo of her vehicle on Facebook and threatened to arrest her for disorderly conduct, she added a second bumper sticker with ‘Fuck Troy Nehls and all who voted for [the Sheriff] too.’214 The incident brought the reality of First Amendment freedoms back into plain view. A billboard posted along a roadside in Maryland reads: ‘Hey liberals, Better get your guns if you try to impeach President Trump. From all of your deplorables in Calvert County.’215 No profanity, but rather a literal call to arms, and disorderly indeed.

According to Susan Glasser, media matters in 2016 were not just another skirmish in the ‘eternal politicians versus the press tug of war, [they all] have the same tools to create, produce, distribute, amplify, or distort news as the news industry itself’.216 This evaluation is significant in so far as it acknowledges coercive tendencies from all directions. The flip side is that creative design elements are also being deployed as a counter-balance. The American public has received assurances, largely from comedic platforms, that they can believe what they see and reject media bullshit; as defined by Professor Paul Bernal, although inspired by Harry Frankfurt.217 The production team of talk show host Conan O’Brien compiled video footage of right-wing broadcasters simultaneously repeating phrases verbatim in dozens of local TV markets to highlight the prevalence of uniform repetition.218

3 Trumpocracy, privatisation and Russia-gate

A troupe of characters from journalists to co-authors,219 to friends, critics and allies with long-standing relationships with Trump largely agree that we live in a Trumpocracy,220 a blend of Trump and Kakistocracy.221 As analysts attempt to discover an overarching political strategy amid the chaos, they report that those closest to Trump see a man determined to bend the presidency to his will.222 After stumbling into the White House ill-prepared for the new role,223 lacking knowledge of routine protocol, he relies upon Rupert Murdoch’s news personalities and a small group of associates who frequent his golf resorts for perspective on domestic policy.224 He is most often portrayed as a callous, child-like narcissist,225 surrounded by white supremacists226 who are eager to dismantle democratic institutions,227 quash dissent, and fast-track corporate takeover of traditional public functions.228

3.1 Deregulation and democratic institutions

US regulatory agencies have begun a marked 180-degree shift away from their original objectives under the current administration.229 Wealthy men with long records of opposition to each agency’s goals have been placed at their helms in record numbers.230

Proposals to privatise the Bureau of Veterans Affairs and to merge the Departments of Labour and Education received the lion’s share of reporting while the others run
quietly in the background. Outside of the details surrounding their lavish spending, ethical violations and conflicting interests there are virtually no details around distinctions between Trump appointees and their predecessors or parade of successors relative to departmental objectives. Cited among the worst, Director Scott Pruitt promulgated disastrous policies at the Environmental Protection Agency while failing to enforce existing regulations. Prior to his forced resignation, media covered his pay-for-play corruption (i.e. one disgrace after another), with little or no reporting on the known or projected effects upon citizens directly impacted by the influx of toxins. Pruitt endured, according to the New York Times, because he delivered on the agenda. It is also worth noting that ethics rules were the very first target of the conservative congress once Trump assumed office. Moreover, Pruitt’s persona of indifference ensured a temporary shift of national headlines.

Current levels of concern about the effects of global warming alongside brewing conflicts over development and regulation of nuclear power are skyrocketing. Tasked with distinguishing the critical from the irrelevant, journalists routinely fail to identify the costs in terms of individual rights coupled with injury to the public overall. We lack meaningful discourse and 360-degree analysis of the public harms flowing from unregulated carbon emissions, fracking, industrial farm waste, shale oil extraction and radioactive leaks from nuclear waste sites. Add to that anxiety over the sanctions, embargoes, proxy wars and regime change flowing from rejection of the petro-dollar and the largest hazard remains hidden in plain sight: potential global fallout when unprecedented climate events meet flawed infrastructure that result in nuclear explosions like Fukushima, whose reactors are still leaking as of this publication.
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Florence made landfall in the USA on 14 September 2018, then flooded nearly half of the state of North Carolina causing a state of emergency at a nuclear waste facility. Why are peaceful nuclear power plants still in existence with the technological advances that have been made with renewable energy sources?\textsuperscript{239} Domestically, environmental protection measures have been rolled back. Wildfires rage coast to coast; a toxic algae bloom has overtaken Florida beaches;\textsuperscript{240} sink-holes have increased due to fracking;\textsuperscript{241} and substantial flooding of interior waterways accompanies coastal erosion.\textsuperscript{242} An emerging disaster with potable water throughout the USA relates to deteriorating infrastructure and industrial chemical discharge into rivers, lakes and streams.\textsuperscript{243} The scarce public debate on these topics is filled with partisan brinkmanship.\textsuperscript{244} News anchors in general have less credibility than late-night comedians.\textsuperscript{245} When truth emerges from the shadows, the offering lacks context and structured time for follow-up questions and is simply taken as one more opportunity to fabricate consensus.\textsuperscript{246}

### 3.2 Quashing Political Dissent

A sense of urgency surrounds declining protection for whistle-blowers, investigative journalists and their confidential sources of information.\textsuperscript{247} Organisers of mass protests (around the globe) are as likely to become targets of the interests they oppose or suffer real-world consequences as to effect tangible change.\textsuperscript{248} Data protection and similar

---


\textsuperscript{241} Josh Gabbatiss, ‘Oil and gas drilling blamed for sinkholes threatening to swallow parts of Texas’ \textit{The Independent} (London, 30 March 2018) [www.independent.co.uk/environment/fracking-oil-gas-drilling-blamed-sinkholes-threatening-swallow-texas-earthquakes-a8281281.html].


\textsuperscript{243} ‘Researchers to study chemical contamination of US waters’ (\textit{V O A}, 15 August 2017) [www.voanews.com/a/researchers-to-study-chemical-contamination-of-us-waters/3986542.html].

\textsuperscript{244} Dana Nuccitelli, ‘Let’s be honest – the global warming debate isn’t about science’ \textit{The Guardian} (London, 4 October 2013) [www.theguardian.com/environment/climate-consensus-97-per-cent/2013/oct/04/global-warming-debate-not-about-science].

\textsuperscript{245} Nicholas Ferroni, ‘We take our comedians more seriously than our news anchors’ (\textit{Huffington Post}, 19 September 2012) [www.huffingtonpost.com/nicholas-ferroni/why-we-take-our-comedians_b_1672758.html].

\textsuperscript{246} This sophisticated type of diversion utilises the appearance of lively debate within what is actually a carefully focused spectrum to generate and justify deliberately conceived assumptions. This technique avoids the distinctively biased appearance of one-sided rhetoric and works by presenting a contrived premise for an argument as if it were a universally accepted and obvious truth, so that the audience naturally assumes it to be correct. By maintaining the range of debate in such a way that it appears inclusive of differing points of view, so as to suggest fairness and balance, the suppositions suggested become accepted as fact.

\textsuperscript{247} Jason Zuckerman and Tom Devine, ‘Draining the swamp requires robust whistleblower protections and incentives’ (2017) 4 Emory Corporate Governance and Accountability Review [http://law.emory.edu/ecgar/content/volume-4/issue-special/essays-interviews/draining-swamp-whistleblower-protections-incentives.html].

regulations might be ill-equipped to mitigate the risk identified in *The Circle*: the willingness to give over personal power, to be controlled and manipulated into believing that human value is linked to digital visibility, while ignoring exposure to harm or personal chaos. The forces of restraint are vast.

Pundits who are ardent in their defence of free speech principles are lacklustre in their response to large-scale public injury. State and federal governments are dismantling agencies, stripping resources for reproductive freedom and impeding the work of long-established democratic institutions. The US president declares enemies, imposes tariffs and sanctions, and hints at the nuclear option and Libyan model during tweet storms. Activists have been arrested and bombed, and organise in a sea of

249 ‘GDPR: US news sites unavailable to EU users under new rules’ (*BBC News*, 25 May 2018) <www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-44248448>. All EU citizens now have the right to see what information companies have about them, and to have that information deleted. Companies must be more active in gaining consent to collect and use data too, in theory spelling an end to simple ‘I agree with terms and conditions’ tick boxes. Companies must also tell all affected users about any data breach, and tell the overseeing authority within 72 hours. Each EU member state must set up a supervisory authority, and these authorities will work together across borders to ensure companies comply. Misusing or carelessly handling personal information will bring fines of up to €20 million ($23.4 million; £17.5 million), or 4 per cent of a company’s global turnover.


251 See Jacobs (n 230).

252 Korte (n 229).


255 See Jacobs (n 230).
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conflict. Individuals are being detained and imprisoned in democratic countries without regard to their rights under habeas corpus, human rights conventions or international treaties.

In the past 18 months, 58 Bills in 31 states have been enacted to punish protesters since an activist’s arm was nearly blown off with a hand grenade during a peaceful protest at Standing Rock. Private military contractors – Tiger Swan, formerly known as Black Water – hired by a private corporation, caused the incident which the international media allowed to quietly pass without an arrest. In the past, Blackwater mercenaries fought alongside the US military without regard for conventions, treaties or official rules of engagement. Through several incarnations, originally Black Water, then Academi and now Tiger Swan, they remain close allies of the Trump administration and available for hire around the world. They first wreaked havoc in Iraq before they were called in to deal with a couple of dozen residents seeking to protect an aquifer that irrigates much of the nation’s fruits and vegetables from oil pipeline contamination.

In contrast, at the time of the expulsion of Russian diplomats from the UK over the Skripal poisoning case, a prominent Member of Parliament spoke of the harsh trends of exaggerated responses: invoking the wisdom of refrain in getting too far out ahead of an ongoing inquiry, while pushing phrases like ‘military-grade chemicals encourage hysteria’. So, in the UK there was a televised parliamentary discussion about exaggerated use of militarised language, while the US government has no official inquiry into the use of military-style weapons against peaceful protesters on US soil, and the media has barely noticed.

3.3 Corporate colonialism

Tropical hurricanes were devastating in 2017, particularly for the US island of Puerto Rico where millions were stranded without food, water, power and medical care for months on end. During a long weekend at his New Jersey golf course, Trump responded

---
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267 Nick Visser, ‘Here’s what you should know about that secret Seychelles meeting’ (Huffington Post, 8 March 2018) <www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/erik-prince-seychelles-meeting_us_5aa0be4ae4b0d45b66d56ed>.


to media-led complaints by attacking Puerto Ricans: calling them lazy and ungrateful.272

The bids for privatisation swiftly followed. Small mid-West firms with little or no expertise were awarded multimillion-dollar contracts to rebuild the power grid.273

Thereafter, a weakened Puerto Rico Energy Commission, crony governing board and secrecy around budgetary appropriations spelled disaster for the commonwealth.274 Simultaneously, there was a notable influx of Bitcoin rich kids who envision Puerto Rico as the new crypto-utopia. Others saw ‘behaviour that reeked of disaster capitalism – the use of a natural or economic calamity to reshape and mould a society into one which entrenches a libertarian, hypercapitalistic worldview’.275

In 2018, Nation reporter John Washington notes that US immigration officials are sending a message to the world’s asylum seekers: ‘The US is no place of refuge’, citing family separations, excessively long detention, and ‘other ways the immigration bureaucracy is making life impossible for asylum seekers’.276 In early June 2018, a seemingly coordinated assault on migrants washed over the US and EU like a tidal wave.277 The national and international news alternated between discussions about the plain cruelty of luring children away from their parents at the border, placing their physical and mental health in jeopardy by inhumane separations,278 and leading European countries denying docking privileges to boats carrying migrants rescued off the Italian coast.279 Drowning asylum seekers and toddlers being thrust into cages, or transported to strange new environments and denied physical contact with any caregiver, created a chilling spectre of toxic disruption of civil society and the end of decency full-stop.280


276 John Washington, ‘ICE is sending a message to the world’s asylum seekers: the US is no place of refuge’ (The Nation, 29 May 2018) <www.thenation.com/article/ice-is-sending-a-message-to-the-worlds-asylum-seekers-the-us-is-no-place-of-refuge>.


280 Dominique Mosbergen, ‘Trump administration holding babies and toddlers in multiple “tender age” shelters’ (Huffington Post, 20 June 2018) <www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/tender-age-shelters-trump-border-family-separations_us_5b29d2d0e4b05d6fc16c8122>. There are three shelters running in South Texas, with a fourth one planned for Houston, the report said.
One obvious flaw in ceding key public functions to private control is the expansion of unfettered decision-making by corporate elites, where citizens could get their arm blown off for holding a sign. ‘The relationship between US Immigration policies and private contractors has been disastrous for immigrants, as well as for American taxpayers, who pay more than $2 billion each year to maintain the detention system.’ The Detention Watch Network summarised a recently released report: ‘Although a lack of due process, inhumane and sometimes fatally inadequate conditions, and a woeful lack of both oversight and transparency are endemic to the entire system, privatization has exacerbated each of these problems.’

As private contractors build cages for pre-schoolers, we endure endless academic debates about whether adjustments in our regulatory apparatus would be sufficient to curb abuses, as if enforcement is anything less than a matter of willpower. In the meantime, activists and journalists have been threatened, censored and detained in record numbers. Whistle-blowers are targeted for retribution, and even imprisoned without charge as public figures openly call for their assassination. Without sufficient public oversight and safeguards for those who take great risks to uncover corruption, we would be forced to rely upon politicians, tainted commissions and oligarch-owned news agencies for the preservation of democracy.

### 3.4 All Russia, all-the-time!

It is much more difficult to see a propaganda system at work where the media is private and formal censorship is absent. This is especially true where media outlets actively compete, periodically attack and expose corporate and governmental malfeasance, and aggressively portray themselves as spokespersons for free speech and the general community interest:


287 See e.g. Professor Jerry Kroth, *Coup d'état: The Assassination of President John F Kennedy* (Genotype 2013).


---

*Weapons of mass distraction*
What is not evident (and remains undiscussed in the media) is the limited nature of such critiques, as well as the huge inequality in command of resources . . . [which impedes] access . . . and [ability to influence] its behaviour and performance.289 (Professor Noam Chomsky)

Potential for proving that Vladimir Putin rigged the 2016 presidential election, with the knowledge and cooperation of Trump and his campaign aides, continues to dominate the news cycle.290 The saga of Russian culpability for cyber-hacking farms that disrupt global electoral politics, target critical infrastructure, and the poisoning of its declared enemies knows no bounds.291 A student-organised protest, March for Our Lives, was held in the wake of the 17th school shooting across the US in the first quarter of 2018 alone. Most shootings were targeted hits on one or more individuals, and while there have been one to two school shootings every week this year, it takes a mass shooting to garner national media attention.292 Students in Parkland, Florida, were featured on the news after a neo-Nazi-identified former student went on a shooting rampage in March 2018, making it the 56th mass shooting this calendar year.293 To report it in the context of school shootings missed the larger significance.294 Surviving students organised multiple national days of protest and were roundly praised for their vigilance and courage while analysts conveniently ignored how little they received in return for their monumental efforts.295 This shooting became the touchstone that sparked nationwide protests leading to a new Bill in the state of Florida with reports that more states are slated to follow suit.296 Legislation was long overdue and painfully strained against a backdrop of politicians cowering at the prospect of challenging the pro-gun political super-pac known as the National Rifle Association (NRA).

Fox News show host Laura Ingraham labelled student protest leader David Hogg a loser, accusing him of whining after failing to enter university.297 Seventeen-year-old

Hogg immediately tweeted a list of a dozen companies that sponsored her show and urged his supporters to demand that they cancel their ads.298 And they did. Ingraham tweeted an apology – ‘sorry for any hurt or upset caused Hogg or any of the “brave victims” of Parkland’. The departures continued.299 The story within the story, vividly demonstrated by a 17-year-old, is that boycotts work. Legendary boycotts led by students, ministers, celebrities and musicians have been a time-honoured means of hitting tone-deaf political figures where it hurts.300 When the protests subsided, we witnessed a return to Russia-gate.

In the rush to curtail fake news, outlets critical of US policy are now required to register as foreign agents,301 without qualitative analysis of how they are much different from US nationals famous for highlighting our hypocrisy.302 Russia Today (RT) was sanctioned by media watchdogs for ‘misleading’ coverage, even as it gathered five Emmy nominations for its investigative reporting.303 Excess focus upon critics’ flawed analysis lulls the electorate into believing that waving the flag with the nation’s anthem quietly playing in the background translates into news it can use.304 Conscious devotees of nightly news coverage have witnessed ever-thickening plots where implausibility competes with irrelevancy for those seeking serious explanations for what is actually happening in what are proudly hailed as First-World governments.305 One could hardly discern if or how the much-touted justifications for press freedom on behalf of the public interest is being served by the onslaught of nightly Breaking News. Star journalists may be hindered from production and delivery of the news they believe to be most relevant and steered toward buzzwords: you heard it here first.306 Reflective programming is


302 The tone is much different in the UK. One MP addressing a statement from Teresa May read: ‘I would like to draw her attention to something she said in her statement that I would not want to get lost, which is that although our response must be robust it must also remain true to our values. As such, will she say, as I think she has already, not that we will ban Russia Today, which is a strong point to make, but that this country believes in a free media, that we are not frightened of it, even though we hear opinions that are against us, and that we also believe in the rule of law and democracy? See Salisbury Incident (n 271).

303 Precious N Chatterje-Doody, ‘“Post-truth” media really is shifting the news agenda – and more subtly than it seems’ (The Conversation, 1 September 2017) <https://theconversation.com/post-truth-media-really-is-shifting-the-news-agenda-and-more-subtly-than-it-seems-82349>.


commandeered by reports from three major newspapers which routinely time the posting of their Russian collusion-related articles to coincide with the start of key broadcasts. Cable news journalists are thereby discouraged from developing higher levels of interaction with their viewers, staff and even experts who may wish to influence topics of coverage.

What is immediately lost in the shuffle in this chain of custody in the presentation of the news itself? Reuters declares what is important, then the New York Times and Washington Post engage in some mixture of reporting on the top stories (according to Reuters or the Associated Press) in the rush to deliver some new detail. The articles are time-released for maximum effect. Planning and preparation for one line of inquiry and reporting is often, on MSNBC for example, shelved for an emerging system of chat and interruption: ‘wait this just in from . . . the _____ has just reported that . . .’. It resounds like a ride on a merry-go-round with that godawful music from which there is no escape. Never mind rumours of government intelligence insider influence on the national papers that shape nightly news content with well-timed commotion. One media watchdog alleges that dozens of democratic candidates for the 2018 mid-term elections, whom media personalities eagerly imply would oust corrupt politicians (i.e. impeach Trump), have backgrounds working in and around US intelligence.

As Russia-gate spreads like a contagion across public discourse on both sides of the Atlantic, diligence is required for inspecting the integrity of electoral processes and evaluating the nature and viability of government responses to threats. Former UK Prime Minister David Cameron established a Behavioural Insights Team, or ‘nudge unit’ during his premiership in order to better influence society’s behaviour. Seen as a low-cost and simple tool that has the potential to positively alter the behaviours and decisions of millions, the ‘nudge’ has been presented as a benign and effective tool for future governments. Yet it has deep roots, reminiscent of theories developed in the 1920s by organisations such as the Tavistock Institute, a centre for the study of human behaviour, mind control, propaganda and social manipulation. Created in London, it spread overseas with the financial help of the Rockefeller Foundation. Its influence increased

307 Darren Samuelsohn and Jason Schwartz, ‘Meet the Mueller pundits’ (Politico, 2 July 2018) <www.politico.com/story/2018/07/02/robert-mueller-cable-news-pundits-686877>: ‘Former federal prosecutors are collecting five- or even six-figure salaries as cable news networks clamor to find talking heads who can opine on every aspect of special counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation.’


311 Carl Bernstein, ‘How America’s most powerful news media worked hand in glove with the Central Intelligence Agency and why the Church Committee covered it up’ <http://www.carlbernstein.com/magazine_cia_and_media.php>.


313 Smith (n 10).

when it combined the study of anthropology, economy, organisations, politics, psychology, psychoanalysis, psychiatry and sociology. Professor Jerry Kroth continues to issue prescient warnings\(^{315}\) about the potential for being duped. Claims that the electorate may be engulfed in a series of false ideas has been dismissed as alarmist and typically ignored.\(^{316}\) At this point in time, careless speculation over our collective mental instability is unproductive for the masses subject to the current state of affairs.\(^{317}\) Trumpocracy coupled with our collective delusions and denials, supported by misuse of personal data surreptitiously gathered through mass surveillance, monitors, tracking and profiles have risen like a giant Pillsbury Dough Boy seeking to devour national resources.\(^{318}\)

**4 Conclusion: the beating drum**

According to most dictionaries, the phrase ‘wag the dog’ denotes a strategy to divert attention away from political scandal through use of military action.\(^{319}\) A Forbes foreign affairs correspondent offers a detailed description of the phenomena in an article titled ‘Iran to ditch the dollar in wake of Trump’s “Muslim ban”’.\(^{320}\) The US Supreme Court has upheld the ban, disrupting numerous lower court rulings outlining its constitutional violations, while the global community must brace for extended military actions and an even larger influx of refugees across Europe.\(^{321}\)

As these events unfold, the future role of media will come under greater scrutiny.\(^{322}\) A case study of Australia has led to its designation as the world’s first Murdochocracy: ‘a dominant force online, in pay-TV and publishing, Rupert controls seventy per cent of Australia’s metropolitan press.\(^{323}\) With monopolies in state capitals and provincial centres, he owns the country’s only national newspaper.’ Media monopoly is described here as propagating a brand of political extremism. It has nothing to do with facism per se, but thrives on the continuing concentration of the world’s wealth in a few hands coupled with accelerating impoverishment of the majority.\(^{324}\) Their ideological message is a ‘drumbeat of global and domestic economic piracy and the cult of perpetual war’\(^{325}\). All of this was
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\(^{316}\) See, Naomi Wolf, The End of America: Letter of Warning to a Young Patriot (Chelsea Greene 2007).


\(^{318}\) Tracking these trails is behavioural advertisers’ bread and butter. The type of information tracked and collected can include IP addresses, pages visited (on a single site or across sites), length of time spent on pages, advertisements viewed, articles read, purchases made, search terms used, user preferences such as language and web browser type, operating system and geographical location.

\(^{319}\) <www.dictionary.com/e/slang/wag-the-dog>


\(^{322}\) ‘He said, she said journalism: lame formula in the land of the active user’ (Press Think, 12 Apr 2009) <http://archive.pressthink.org/2009/04/12/hesaid_shesaid.html>.

\(^{323}\) Pilger (288).

\(^{324}\) Kate Vinton, ‘These 15 billionaires own America’s news media companies’ (Forbes, 1 June 2016) <www.forbes.com/sites/katevinton/2016/06/01/these-15-billionaires-own-americas-news-media-companies/#778d8bed4660a>.

made possible through the transformation of Western societies by the ‘invisible’ power of public relations and lobbying.\(^{326}\)

The wasteland that divides the public interest from the role of broadcast media as a Fourth Estate – justified from a constitutional perspective for service as watchdogs over governments, big business and transactions between them – has rarely been more vast. Many factors contribute to declining public confidence in the news media. Hyper-focus upon minutia, vitriolic debates and prurient distractions present greater risks than currently acknowledged. Nightly news delivered as propaganda leaves the core of the public’s interest in an ill-defined space with a proliferation of journalists who lack the capacity to structure intelligent public debate. Leeds University professor Paul Wragg delivered closing remarks at the end of a day-long conference which featured the papers that form this special edition. Thanks to his insightful observation, it has become difficult to enjoy a full night’s sleep. He politely informed the participants that ‘democracy may be coming to an end and there’s nothing we can do about it’.\(^ {327}\) Jack Goldsmith, senior fellow at the Hoover Institution, and former assistant attorney general in the George W Bush administration has made a similar suggestion.\(^ {328}\) However, the former Finance Minister of Greece, Yanis Varoufakis, holds a different vision of future prospects. Rejecting reckless capitulation, he is currently organising for a more democratic Europe under DiEM25 (Democracy in Europe Movement 2025).\(^ {329}\) Varoufakis has teamed up with US Senator Bernie Sanders in calling on progressives worldwide to unite around a vision of shared prosperity, security and dignity. Unsurprising, details of their plan have been essentially ignored by both academics and mainstream media.\(^ {330}\)
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326 Pilger (n 288).
327 See Grayling (n 28). I have since joined the chorus of support for a Human Knowledge Project, establishing a 50-year goal to create a global digital library and information resource that every child anywhere in the world can tap into. The technology exists, but not the political will. Siva Vaidhyanathan asks: ‘Do we have to wait for the world to be civilised enough for a Human Knowledge Project to become feasible, or would it only become civilised enough if such a project existed? I suspect the latter: and therefore think that all those who are interested should put their shoulders to the wheel and create it. That would be a true search for knowledge, and the most liberating thing we could ever do.’
328 Goldsmith (n 64).